FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARC TIG
crumbling stucco, plaster architraves coining off In bits and
threatening to fall on workers' demonstrations—such is the
first impression of the city's appearance, and I have almost to
force myself to reproduce the picture of newness that is
present in Leningrad, as it is anywhere else.
One of the palaces with an exterior worse than many
others is the former residence of Count Shcrcmctev. Inside :
a labyrinth of back-stairs and dark corridors. Wooden
partitions have divided bedrooms, dining-hiills and ball-
rooms into halves and quarters. From the walls little plaster
angels and cheap copies of Florentine Renaissance sculpture
look down, covered with dust that gives them an oddly
puzzled air. They had seen well-dressed people collecting
curios, holding banquets, fostering little intrigues. Then,
suddenly, came years of darkness and cold. And now:
what funny goings-on. Young men and women, clad in
blue and white uniforms bow over desks and map tables.
They peep through microscopes, hold test-tubes against the
light, tap little hammers on samples of stone and earth,
make calculations and draw diagrams. . . .
In glass cupboards stand ships' models and stuffed animals.
On the walls, where the red silk tapestry is bleaching and
falling to pieces after years of moisture and dust, hang
photographs of Mongolic fur-clad humans, utterly different
to the elegant officers who danced here a generation ago,
and even very much unlike the less fashionable but still
European-looking youths now at work in these hails—the
halls of the Arctic Institute.
Russia's University of Polar Science could not wait for
new and worthy buildings to be erected for its laboratories
and reading-rooms. Work is driven forward all over the
country under the impatient command of the second Five-
Year Plan. Ever-conscious is the feeling that construction
and development are racing with an approaching war.
I walked through the rooms. A girl explained to me her
study of the chemical composition of sea water. Samples
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